Mac Plug-in for RMX-1000 – CHANGE HISTORY
Ver.2.1.2 (7 June, 2016 Update)
[FIXED]
 Plug-in software was not installed correctly on OS X El Capitan.
Ver.2.1.1 (10 June, 2013 Update)
 Fixed a rare issue where no sound would be output when ECHO
is selected from SCENE FX.
Ver.2.1.0 (7 February, 2013 Update)
 Ver.2.1.0 reflects REMIX-STATION 1000 Platinum Edition colour
on the GUI.
 Fixed minor issues.
Ver.2.0.0 (29 November, 2012 Update)
 The support of RTAS (Real-Time Audio Suite) format became
available.
 A new body color of pearl white for the GUI of REMIX-STATION
1000-W became available.
 Fixed an issue where "automation" did not work when using some
host applications.
 Changed the MIDI codes because of conflicts with some host
applications in MIDI mappings.
 Deleted the MIDI Channel icon on the Plug-in.
 Added the LINK bottun for selecting the Plug-in controlled by
REMIX-STATION 1000 when multiple Plug-ins are activated.
 The last status of Plug-in can be saved on the host applications.
 Improved an issue where audio glitching caused by processing
would be heard on some host applications.
Ver.1.1.0 (13 November, 2012 Update)
 Supporting OS X Mountain Lion v10.8.

Ver.1.0.0 -> Ver.1.1.0 (25 July, 2012 Update)
 BPM percent increase and decrease by pressing
the [NUDGE (+, -)] button is shown in the [BPM] display on both
remixbox and REMIX-STATION 1000.
 Fixed issue where recording of "automation" did not work when
using some host applications as plug-in devices and controlling it
by REMIX-STATION 1000.
 Fixed issue where the volume of SPIRAL UP/DOWN (SCENE FX)
got excessively loud.
 Improved the sound when BACK SPIN (RELEASE FX) was about
to disappear.
 Lifted the upper limit of beats in LOOP mode when X-PAD FX is
used. The maximum length of the sampled sound that can be
stored in a BANK (Total of 4 SLOTS) stays the same at 16 seconds.
25 April, 2012

First Release

